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Cup Cake Forming Machine 

This Yongbo Machinery® cup cake forming 

machine newly designed paper cup forming 

machine is a fully automatic paper cup forming 

machine, which can produce different sizes of 

paper cups with a series of continuous process, 

including automatic paper feeding through more 

than 2 times, paper anti-withdrawal device (to 

ensure accurate positioning), ultrasonic welding, 

transferring paper fan by magic hand, silicone oil 

lubricating, bottom punching, bottom folding, 

bottom pre-heating, bottom knurling, cup 

discharging. The machine, researched and developed by our company, is improved in 

stability after comprehensive technical improvements. 

 
Yongbo Machinery cup cake forming machine Introduction 

 
This Yongbo Machinery® cup cake forming machine is the new design adds a bottom 

heating system more than the old design which make the paper cup sealing effect is more 

better. This model is equipped with 10 Cup molds, which operates faster than the old 8 

Cup molds.The steel plate presses the bottom paper to make the paper feeding more 

stablyand smoothly.Two cooling fans, two fans can make the paper fan cooling faster, 

make the cup fan better sealing 

 

 
Yongbo Machinery cup cake forming machine Parameter 

(Specification) 

 

Model Automatic Paper Cup Machine 

Paper Cup Size 40ml- 16oz (Mould Changeable ) 

Raw Material 150-350g/㎡(One-Side Or Two-Side PE (Polyethylene) Film Coated 

/Laminated Paper) 

Suitable Paper 

Weight 
150-350 G/㎡ 

Productivity 70-85 Pcs / Min 

Power Source 220V/380V 50Hz 

Total Power 4 KW 

Total Weight 1870KG 

Package Size(L X W 

X H) 
2100x1230x1970mm (LxWxH) 
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Working Air 

Source 
0.4-0.5m³/Min 
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Yongbo Machinery cup cake forming machine Feature And 

Application 

 

 

 
This cup cake forming machine Control panel with good quality switches , temperature 

controller and speed converter. All the operation of machine can be finished easily by this 

panel. 

This cup cake forming machine new design adds a bottom heating system more than 

the old design which make the paper cup sealing effect is more better. 

This cup cake forming machine operation board is large and thick integrated 

steel board, more durable and easy to clean. 

Making Double PE Coated Paper Cups, Need To Buy An Air Compressor 
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Yongbo Machinery cup cake forming machine Details 
 

 
1. The whole cup cake forming machine adopts automatic oil lubrication system( oil 

circulation system is including oil motor,filter, copper pipe )which makes all gear moving 

parts working at high speed much more smoothly and greatly Improve the service life of 

spare parts. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

2. This cup cake forming machine is independently developed by Yongbo Machinery, it 

can produce paper cups of different sizes through a series of continuous processes, 
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including more than 2 times of automatic paper feeding, paper anti-return device (to 

ensure accurate positioning), ultrasonic welding, using magic Hand conveyed paper fan, 
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lubricated with silicone oil, punched at the bottom, folded at the bottom, preheated at the 

bottom, knurled at the bottom, and out of the cup. After comprehensive technical 

improvement, the machine stability has been improved. 

3. The disposable paper cup machine steel plate presses the bottom paper to make the 

paper feeding more stablyand smoothly. 


